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Bond Trade Reporting

FINRA regulates broker-dealers and is writing and enforcing rules,

examining for compliance, fostering market transparency and

providing investor education
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Partial transparency: TRACE dissemination CAPs

Investment grade debt securities: $5 million disseminated $5MM+.

Non-investment grade: $1 million disseminated $1MM+.

Size published 6 months later

D→D, C→D, D→C, FINRA, price all reported within 15 minutes
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Proposal

1. Increase CAPS to $10M for Investment Grade and $5M for High

Yield

2. Delay price dissemination above CAPs from 15 minutes to 48

hours

After 48 hours, price and capped size would be revealed

Complete trade size for capped volume would be published 3

months later

CFTC
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The Debate

“Would allow for better overall market volume reporting as well as

increase transparency into the pricing of standard large blocks

(approx. $10 million).”

“Real-time information relating to the exact number of bonds

traded is vital to the interpretation of trade data and trade

execution costs.”

“If the dissemination size is increased to reflect more risk changing

hands, the dealer community will not facilitate the investment

management community.”
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“Revealing the exact par value of large trades (especially for certain

infrequently traded issues) would allow other dealers to identify

the dealer, including information about a dealer’s inventory and

investors involved in the trade.”
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Do dissemination CAPs matter?

• Spreads

• Information flow

• Intermediation

• Markets for large-sized and small-sized trades are segmented

• We do not find strong evidence that the reporting caps are

particularly important in the presence of a robust price

reporting regime.

• Trading costs seem to increase for trades that are fully

reported before the downgrade and partially reported after

the downgrade.
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How many bonds trade?

The “population” curve shows the total number of bonds per month which have been offered but has not yet matured in a given month

among the 91,491 US-domiciled bonds traded at least once in the grand sample. The “traded” curve shows the total number of bonds

per month with at least one transaction in that month.
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Vintage

The “vintage” curve shows the number of years between the bond offering and the given month for a median bond having at least one

transaction in a given month. The “ttm” curve shows the number of years between the bond maturity date and the given month for a

median bond having at least one transaction in a given month.
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Trades by size

The plot shows the total numbers of transactions per month (including client and interdealer trades) for 91,491 US-domiciled bonds.

“All” includes all transactions. “Above $10K” includes all transactions with par above $10,000. “Above $100K” includes all transactions

with par above $100,000. “Above $1M” includes all transactions with par above $1,000,000. “Above $5M” includes all transactions with

par above $5,000,000.
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Large Trade Intermediation

Dealer buy trades from customers. Each trade execution month we rank dealers by the number of counter-parties in the interdealer

network, the degree centrality, and we call central the top 25 dealers in that monthly ranking. We refer to all other dealers as peripheral.

The x-axis shows five volume bins we use in our analysis. Bin 1 corresponds to trades of sizes less than or equal to $10,000; bin 2

corresponds to trades of sizes from $10,000 to $100,000 inclusive; bin 3 corresponds to trades of sizes between $100,000 and $1M

inclusive; bin 4 corresponds to trades of sizes between $1M and $5M inclusive; bin 5 corresponds to trades of sizes above $5M.
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Holding Periods

The x-axis shows five volume bins we use in our analysis. Bin 1 corresponds to trades of sizes less than or equal to $10,000; bin 2

corresponds to trades of sizes from $10,000 to $100,000 inclusive; bin 3 corresponds to trades of sizes between $100,000 and $1M

inclusive; bin 4 corresponds to trades of sizes between $1M and $5M inclusive; bin 5 corresponds to trades of sizes above $5M.
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Splitting
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Trade Matching

The propensity for finding a customer on the other side is substantially larger for larger-sized transactions, for which less than 20% of

trades go to the interdealer market.
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IG Spreads

The plot shows the monthly mean customer spreads for trades of certain size for 91,491 US-domiciled bonds. Trades with dealer holding

periods of more than 30 days are excluded, bid-ask spreads are winsorized at 5% level.
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Regression evidence on spreads: Investment Grade
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High Yield Spreads

The plot shows the monthly mean customer spreads for trades of certain size for 91,491 US-domiciled bonds. Trades with dealer holding

periods of more than 30 days are excluded, bid-ask spreads are winsorized at 5% level.
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High Yield Regressions
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Spreads 10% around the dissemintation caps

Solid line: capped

Dashed line: uncapped
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VAR for price impact for trades around the CAP

𝑍𝑡 = 𝑐1 + 𝛾1𝑍𝑡−1 + 𝛾2𝑍𝑡−2 + 𝛾3𝑍𝑡−3 + 𝜖𝑡

𝑍𝑡 Vector

Trade Direction +1 buy from customer

10% Above The Cap, 10% Below The Cap Dummies

Rounded Trade Dummy Round lots

Central Dealer Dummy Top 25

Capped Trade Dummy Capped buy or sell

Treasury Return

Bond Return

85 IG bonds and 233 HY bonds

The combined sample has 2,305,503 trade-observations for the

investment grade sample and 2,009,076 trade-observations for the

high-yield sample.
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Impulse response to trade direction
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Impulse Response to Cap
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Rating changes and the Cap

1,82372 downgraded bonds, must have > 10 trades around change,

365 days
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Price paths
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Dealer holding periods
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Spreads
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Difference-in-difference specification:

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖

+ 𝛾1Treated𝑖 + 𝛾2Post trade𝑖 + 𝛾3Treated𝑖 × Post trade𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖

Bond and time fixed-effects
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Results: Treated are trades ∈ [1𝑀, 5𝑀]
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Results

• Trades that are becoming relatively more opaque after the

downgrade event have relatively lower prices and larger

bid-ask spreads ~ 20bps more expensive after the downgrade.

• Consistent with dealers having larger market power when

volume is limited by the reporting cap.

• This difference in trading costs is not due to information or

greater risks dealers take
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Downgrades treated, control matched HY
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Conclusion

• Connections between trade, prearranged trading, and the

activities of central vs. peripheral dealers.

• The absence of specific volume reporting has little impact on

price discovery.

• Dealers have larger market power when volume is limited by

the reporting cap because of a change in their block trading

abilities.

• Empirically, price transparency matters. Volume information

appears to be less important.

• Caveat: our results don’t describe how ‘equilibrium’ might

change
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Thank You
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Extra Slides
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Extra slides: Stylized Intermediation Model: Main

Trade-off

• Dealers can trade with retail or clients trading larger blocks

• Higher bargaining power with retail

• Dealer value 𝛿 < 1
• Limited search capacity

Λ = 𝜇(𝑣𝑡) + 𝜆(𝑣𝑖)

Secondary market liquidity for investors in the fixed-income market,

such as funds, is provided by dealers that are willing to risk their

capital pending the location of customers who are willing to

purchase a block of bonds. Source: Investment Company Institute
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Setup

Consol bond with a constant payoff of $1 per unit of time

Representative dealer purchases a given size 𝑣𝑖 from a customer

When a buy counterparty is found, the dealer and potential

counterparty play a Nash-bargaining game
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Risk neutral dealer with exogenous trade execution capacity, Λ

1. No-split Strategy: a pre-arranged transaction with a more

sophisticated customer (1/2)

2. Splitting Strategy: split up the volume into Γ sized pieces to

sell to the retail side

The dealer trades off higher price per unit for holding costs/time
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Parameters: 𝛿 = 0.5, Γ = 1, 𝑞 = 1, 𝑟 = 0.01.
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Baseline Results

Single crossing

Splitting point is indepedendent of the capacity
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Allowing capacity to depend on trade size

𝛿 = 0.5, Γ = 1, 𝑞 = 0.7, 𝑟 = 0.01
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Takeaways

• The dealers’ ability to pre-arrange block transactions plays

disproportionately more important role for large trades.

• Dealers have larger market power when the reporting of

volume is limited by the reporting cap because of a change in

their block trading abilities.
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Thank You
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